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about our products

We’ve been exploring off-road and 

overland for many years and all of our 

product designs come directly from 

that experience.  Thousands of 

overland miles and tens of thousands 

of highway miles getting to the trails

have given us a great understanding 

of what’s needed and what’s not; 

ways to increase storage and utility, and above all, the 

ruggedness and quality necessary to hold up to critical situations.

about overland outfitters

Based in the United States and in 

India, Overland Outfitters is proud 

to be a women of color owned and 

operated company.

JL JK TJ YJ CJJT

All of our products are hand crafted in India by artisans who have practiced their craft 

for generations, ensuring the highest degree of quality and artistry.

Overland Outfitters was founded with two main goals:

1. Increase the utility and functionality of your expedition vehicle 

and improve expedition experience.

2. Bring a new level of quality, style and ruggedness to overland 

vehicle gear.

Our products are made from 24-ounce military grade canvas 

with real leather for reinforcement and style.  Antique brass 

hardware and reinforcements and industry-leading YKK zippers 

are used for looks and durability.

Product color and vehicle fitment is indicated in this catalog with 

these symbols:
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saddle up, pardner
Round up more usable space in your Jeep. Saddle up!

    Genuine leather and military grade canvas.

    Brass reinforcements and heavy duty webbing.

    JK/JK 2dr/JL 2dr: 16" x 11" x 7", 6.1lbs

JLU 4 Door: 14.5" x 11" x 7", 2.8 lbs

There's never enough storage in the Jeep for all 

the gear you need to take on an expedition, so 

making good use of unused space is always a 

priority. One space that's very hard to use is the 

the area over the inner fenders inside the Jeep - 

that space is sloped and curved so ordinary 

storage solutions just don't work there. The 

Overland Outfitters Saddlebags are specifically 

designed to optimize and maximize the use of 

that space. Attaching to the top edge of the tub 

using the factory provided hardtop bolt holes, the 

Saddlebags quickly zip in place over the inner 

fender. Form-fitted to conform to the slope and 

curves of the fender, each Saddlebag provides 

over 500 cubic inches of stylish storage in high-

quality leather and canvas (The JLU Saddlebag 

is slightly smaller). The zipper attachment makes 

it quick and easy to take a Saddlebag with you 

when you need its contents away from the Jeep - 

unzip the bag from it's mounting strip and carry it 

away by the convenient handle; zip it back in 

place in the Jeep when you get ready to move 

on.

No-drill installation using the factory supplied 

hardtop bolt holes; works with a hard top, soft 

top, or no top. Mounting strips included.  

Heavy-duty construction you can rely on.  

Provides over 500 cubic inches of interior 

storage space + side pockets for smaller items.

JK, JKU, JL:  Sold as a pair - left and right

JLU: Sold as a pair for JLUs without a 

subwoofer; driver’s side sold separately for JLUs 

with a subwoofer.

JKU

JL 2dr

JL JK

JLU
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expedition or office?
A classic messenger bag for trail or office.

backpack 
messenger bag

zip & Go Bag

Use it as a laptop bag, messenger bag or 

backpack – perfect for the office or for carrying 

gear on the trail.  Attaches to the back of the seat 

in minutes with a sturdy zipper. Unzip and detach it 

from the headrest in minutes. Zip it back into place 

when you’re done. Straps are included for over the 

shoulder use or wearing as a backpack. No need 

for extra seat covers or back panels to add storage 

to the back of your seat. Heavy duty in canvas with 

and leather construction with sturdy 

reinforcements.

    The zipper strip quickly installs to the headrest - just remove the headrest, 

line up the holes, and re-insert the headrest! After the zipper strip is 

installed, the bag can be zipped & unzipped in seconds, giving you quick 

and easy access to your gear.

Military grade canvas and real leather

    Antique brass reinforcements

18" x 10.5" x 6", 5.5 lbs

A bit smaller than the Messenger Bag, this 15" Zip & Go bag is perfect for 

carrying gear, supplies or snacks.  Uses the same sturdy zipper 

attachment as the Messenger Bag, these zip on and off in seconds.

Chosen by Quadratec for their 30
th
 Anniversary Jeep:

JL JKJT
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Better than Molle
Tailgate storage

Stronger. Better Looking.  I wish I were talking about myself.

Tailgate Accessory panel
A no-drill way to carry extra gear on your JK/

JKU tailgate even if you already have a tailgate 

table or MOLLE solution on your tailgate.  The 

Tailgate Accessory Panel replaces the snap-in 

access panel on the JK tailgate with HD 

MOLLE for carrying extra gear.  It’s compatible 

with most tailgate tables and tailgate storage 

solutions. 

HD MOLLE TAILGATE PANEL

JK

JL JK TJ YJJT

Versions available for the JL/JLU, JK/JKU, 

TJ/LJ/YJ, in black and tan.

MOLLE.  Modular Lightweight Load-

carrying Equipment.  Designed by the 

military for easy attachment and 

organization of gear.  MOLLE is a great 

way to organize storage in you Jeep, but 

most MOLLE products on the market are 

just not strong enough to handle the abuse 

of the trail.  Or the mall.   Our HD MOLLE 

Tailgate Panels are made from the same 

military grade canvas as our other products 

with real leather straps for attaching your 

pouches and other MOLLE gear.  Perfect 

for use with our Grab & Go bags (next 

page).
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better than molle:
grab & GO

If I never have to thread another set of MOLLE 

straps in my life it’ll be too soon.

Headrest MOLLE

The Grab & Go First Aid Bag has “fast flip” 

pages inside for quick access to the medical 

supplies you need when time is of the essence!

Our HD MOLLE Headrest Cover installs quickly and 

easily with no modifications to the headrest or seat. Hand 

crafted from military grade canvas and heavy-duty leather 

MOLLE straps, it can hold our quick-release First Aid Bag 

+ Grab & Go bag as well as most MOLLE bags. The 

stylish design looks great with leather or cloth interiors.

Installation is easy - simply remove the headrest from the 

seat, wrap the cover around the headrest, pull it tight and 

secure the velcro!
JL JKJT

Unlike MOLLE gear, Grab & Go bags have 

easy to use slide-on clips on the back - slide 

the bag in place in seconds and when you 

need it grab it by the handle, pull to release 

and go.

Grab & Go clips also work with most other 

MOLLE panels and with most belts, so take 

your gear with you on a hike - pull a Grab & Go 

bag off the Jeep and clip it on your belt to take 

important gear and first aid supplies with you 

when you explore away from the vehicle. Or 

hook a Grab & Go bag to your tool belt at the 

job site.

Bags come in different sizes - 18", 12" & 6"  in 

black or tan, and a 6" First Aid Bag in red to 

suit your storage needs and help organize your 

gear from tools and equipment to recovery 

gear.

Say goodbye to 

awkward MOLLE 

straps with quick 

and convenient 

Grab & Go clips:
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at your fingertips
What you need, where you need it.

Grab Bar pockets

Our Grab Bar Pockets work great for 

holding cell phones, sunglasses and other 

small items your copilot will want to have 

handy on the road and on the trail.  Made 

of military-grade cotton duck fabric with 

real leather accents, the Grab Bar Pockets 

attach to the passenger grab bar in your 

Wrangler -  no tools are required for 

installation.

Offering three pockets in front of the grab 

bar and one wider pocket behind the bar, 

the Grab Bar Pockets put commonly used 

items at the fingertips of your copilot.  One 

of the pockets has a leather flap and clasp 

and the other pockets are open at the top 

for quick access to things like cell phones.

The Grab Bar Pockets are compatible with 

the grab bars in all Wranglers – JL, 

Gladiator, JK, TJ and YJ, and CJs.

JL JK TJ YJ CJJT

Black in JK

Tan in TJ

Red in TJ Black in JL
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at your fingertips
If you don’t use the factory net door pockets, they won’t sag.  

Seriously? We’ve got a better plan.

DOOR POCKETS

The Door Pockets are constructed from 

high-quality military grade canvas with 

natural leather accents and includes high-

end features like stylish linings in the 

pockets. 

Saggy factory door pockets?  Don’t feel 

bad, they all do that.   Wish you had more 

storage in your Jeep?  Want more and 

larger pockets for maps, phones and lots of 

other things you want to keep handy for 

access from your seat?   The Overland 

Outfitters Door Pockets are what the 

factory should have provided in the first 

place.

A roomy pocket in the front with a flap will 

keep things in place and there’s a a wide 

map pocket along the side of the seat.

JL JKJT

Is Jeep serious?
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roll with it
Tactical gear storage on your roll bars

Roll bar buddies

Flashlight? Check.  Multi-tool?

Check.  Tire pressure gauge 

for airing down?  Check.  

Where do you store these and 

the  other little but critical tools 

and gear for your adventure?   

Sunglasses?  Extra masks? 

Keep these and other items 

handy in our Roll Bar Buddies. 

Available in two versions – the 

Tactical version holds a tactical flashlight, two pen-sized tools like a pressure gauge, and it has 

two magazine-size pockets for your multi-tool or pen knife.  The Pocket version has two roomy 3 

1/2" x 7" x 1 3/4" pockets, perfect for sunglasses, tools and more.   Easy installation on JL, 

Gladiator, JK, TJ and YJ roll bars.

JL JK TJ YJ CJJT
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that s how We roll
Convenient storage on your roll bars

ROLL BAR bag

tool roll

16" long and 4.5" in diameter, the Roll 

Bag’s 256 cubic inch capacity can store 

all sorts of gear - recovery straps, 

flashlights, tools, emergency medical 

supplies and more.  The Roll Bag quickly 

secures on your roll bar with easy-to-use 

Cam Buckles - open a buckle, pull the 

strap tight and close the buckle - the Roll 

Bag is easy to secure tightly to the roll bar 

and quick and easy to remove when 

necessary.

Overland Outfitter's Tool Roll & Cutlery 

Keeper can also be easily rolled & stored 

inside the bag.

Like all Overland Outfitters products, Roll 

Bags are constructed from heavy-duty 

canvas with leather accents and 

reinforcements and an attractive lining.

Fits great on the 

rear vertical bars 

in a Gladiator:

TJJL JK YJ CJJT

‘

The Tool Roll keeps all your tools in one place & 

provides them safety from the elements, as well 

as being easily storable (it'll fit very nicely inside a 

Roll Bag).

 

When you ride on the trail, the last thing you want 

to deal with is tools rattling and rolling around. Our 

tool roll provides quick access and easy storage 

for your wrenches, pliers and screwdrivers.
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overlanding/camping
It’s called “your morning routine” for a reason.

The Camp Cabinet is constructed from high-quality military 

grade canvas with natural leather accents and includes high-

end features like stylish linings in the pockets. The mirror is 

high quality real glass, protected completely protected when 

the bag is zipped closed to prevent damage.

When you’re out on an overland adventure it can be hard to organize the necessities of your daily 

routine – what do you carry them in, what workspace do you use (the bathroom sink is far away), and 

how to you inspect your work?  No problem, the Camp Cabinet provides ample organized storage for 

all of your necessities, a convenient work surface and a high quality real glass mirror.

The bag opens into an organized workspace and easily hangs in 

almost any convenient place – you can hang it on a roll-down car 

window or the drip rail of your vehicle roof using the supplied hooks, 

or use the clip-on carrying handle to hang it around a convenient 

branch or tent pole.

Easily hangs on 

vehicles, tents 

and trees

Space for 8 

TSA-size 

travel bottles 

or sample-

size bottles

One large 

and two 

medium 

pockets

Solid work 

surface with 

adjustable 

leveling 

straps

Large pocket 

behind mirror

High quality 

real glass 

mirror

camp cabinet

In addition to the pockets 

inside, there are outside 

pockets on each side of the 

bag for extra storage.
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overlanding/camping
Can you please pass me a fork?

The Cutlery Keeper is the perfect storage 

solution for your trail kitchen. It rolls up for 

easy storage and fits nicely in our Roll 

Bar Bag (page 11).   And if you’ve got an 

Outback Adventure Products Trailgater or 

a Goose Gear Tailgate Table, the Cutlery 

Keeper can be installed on the taiglate 

behind those tables, and it stays in place 

when the table is closed – your cutlery is 

ready for use as soon as you open the 

table!

Hand crafted with genuine leather, 

military grade canvas & brass 

reinforcements. Easy no-drill attachment 

with the Outback Trailgater and Goose 

Gear Tailgate tables.

Available for use standalone and with the 

following tailgate tables:

cutlery keeper

JL JK
Trailgater Cutlery Keeper available for both 

JK and JL Trailgater tables.

Goose Gear Cutlery Keeper available for the JL.
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life is a picnic

Easily carrying two foot-long subs (or salads), drinks for two, deserts and 

snacks, the Cool Bag does a lot for its compact size.  MOLLE grids on 

the front and both sides of the bag allows attachment of additional drink 

cooler pockets or MOLLE pouches for additional snacks or picnic gear.

The Cool Bag is constructed from high-quality military grade canvas with 

natural leather accents.  Insulation and a waterproof interior keeps 

everything cool (or warm!).

Perfect for a picnic on the trail or carrying juice boxes for the kids at a soccer game, the Cool Bag 

provides a lot of cool capacity in a compact size.  Designed with lunch for two in mind, the Cool Bag 

hangs conveniently on the back of the seat. It’s easy to stow out of the way but quick to access when 

you need lunch, a snack or a drink.  A shoulder strap makes it easy to take with you when you park on 

the trail to take a hike to that amazing overlook for lunch.

KEEP IT COOL WITH A COOL BAG!

Conveniently 

hangs on the seat 

back – out of the 

way but handy for 

quick access

Shoulder 

strap for easy 

carrying to 

that special 

scenic 

overlook.

Molle gear such 

as the bottle 

holders on the 

side in this photo  

and the pouches 

on the front 

expand capacity

Roomy, insulated interior 

keeps your lunch, snacks 

and drinks cool.

Cool bag

A picnic is a state of mind; get your mind into this bag.

"Dinner and a movie? Forget that. I'd rather have a picnic 

by a trailside waterfall.

If life is supposed to be a picnic, 

why weren’t we all born with this bag?

So be prepared for life – you need this bag.
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air up!

The Compressor Bag is constructed from 

high-quality military grade canvas with natural 

leather accents and includes high-end 

features like stylish linings in the pockets. 

A portable air compressor can be a very useful tool when you’re on an expedition – whether for 

reinflating after airing down or for tire repairs on the trail, it can be one of the most important pieces 

of gear you carry.  But how to carry it?  Most compressor bags are too small to carry the 

compressor, an air hose and the many tools, accessories and tire repair supplies you might need to 

carry, not to mention being strong enough to carry all of the weight.

Optionally the compressor can be securely mounted in the 

bag with a user-supplied piece of plywood, and because 

the bag opens diagonally you can just open the bag, plug 

in the power cord, unroll the air hose and begin using the 

compressor without taking it out of the bag.

Space inside 

for a coiled 

air hose or a 

25' FlexZilla 

air hose.

Quick access 

to common 

tools like  

pressure 

gauge and 

inflator

Includes 

shoulder 

strap and 

carrying 

handles

Additional 

inside pocket 

(behind air 

hose in this 

photo)

Space inside for all popular 

portable compressors and power 

cords as well as the air hose

Shown above with a 

25' Flexzilla air hose

It’s what you need to do after you air down.

compressor bag

In addition to the pockets inside, 

there are outside pockets on each 

side of the bag for extra storage.

The Compressor Bag is available in black only.

Inside pocket 

for supplies – 

tire repair 

supplies, 

compressor 

accessories
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gladiator storage system

Also great in the Gladiator...

Roll Bar Bag 

(p11)

Headrest 

Molle (p7)

Door Pockets 

(p9)

Grab Bar 

Pockets (p8)

 The Gladiator Storage System is a unique storage 

solution for the dead space behind your Gladiator's 

rear seats.  The panel has zippers that allow you 

to add Zip & Go bags that hang from the bottom 

edge of the panel providing additional storage. 

Six pockets of various sizes are on the panel and 

the panel also has three zippers along the bottom 

to which a Gear Storage Bag can be attached. 

For Gladiators without a subwoofer, three Zip & Go 

Bags can be attached; if a subwoofer is present 

one Gear Bag can be attached on the driver's side.

 

Installs in minutes: No drilling required - 4 Button 

head Allen bolt 8x25mm; 1.25 pitch included for 

Gladiators without hard tops.

JT

Improve storage in the cab.

The 15" Zip & Go bag can also be hung on the 

back of the front seat and comes with the same 

zipper attachment that our Backpack bag uses.
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gear/travel bag

This large and roomy bag is built to last & 

versatile. It's the perfect size for a weekend 

bag, a gym bag, or just a luggage carrier. The 

Gear Bag is durable enough to hold all of your 

overlanding gear as well - Recovery Straps, 

Extraction Tools, Wrenches/Hardware, and 

anything else you may need to access!

Made from high quality canvas & genuine 

leather, this bag is both practical and stylish. 

The bag has a large, sturdy, over the shoulder 

strap and an outer pocket ideal for your cell 

phone or other items you need to quickly 

access

A care guide is included with the bag. When 

treated with Scotch guard, the Gear Bag is 

resistant to oil, dirt, and water - which makes it 

the perfect companion for outdoors travel and 

overlanding gear storage!

This is the bag to round out your storage 

collection - Durable, Versatile, and Stylish

Use it as for Overlanding, Beach trips, gym 

trips, or just as a general duffle.

Leather handles are long enough for over the 

shoulder use.

Available in Tan Canvas, Black and Red with 

Leather accents.

Dimensions: 29”Wx13”H - 4900 cubic inches 

of interior space!

Colors and construction match our other 

products so you can outfit for your expedition 

with matching gear and luggage.

Coordinate everything – matching luggage.
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Outfitting your new Bronco for Overlanding and off-road expeditions?  Or just looking to maximize 

your storage and organization for daily driving?  Overland Outfitters has got you covered.  Our 

storage solutions are hand crafted from military-grade canvas with real leather accents and 

reinforcements.

Add storage to your Bronco tailgate with the 

HD MOLLE Tailgate Panel.  The HD MOLLE 

Panel and Grab & Go Bags are hand crafted 

using genuine leather and military grade 

canvas, styled with antique brass eyelets and 

reinforced with nylon. No-drill Installation is 

quick and easy!

The panel supports standard MOLLE gear and 

Overland Outfitters easy-attach Grab & Go 

bags – using a belt clip style attachment, Grab 

& Go bags attach and remove from the panel 

instantly, eliminating the hassle of threading 

MOLLE straps to hang a bag.

HD MOLLE 

Tailgate Panel

GRAB & GO BAGS

DOOR POCKETS

Replace the weak factory door pocket nets 

with a roomy, closed pocket made from heavy 

canvas and real leather.  Provides much more 

space for gear than the weak factory net, and 

items in the pocket won’t poke through or 

permanently stretch the net. No-drill!
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The Roll Bar Bag fits perfectly on the Bronco’s rear roll bars and 

can hold a recovery strap, a tool roll or many other pieces of 

essential gear.  Made from the same heavy canvas and leather, 

the Tool Roll is a perfect fit in the Roll Bar Bag and a convenient 

place for critical tools: 

The Backpack Messenger Bag has a convenient zipper attachment; it hangs on the seat back and zips on or 

off in seconds.  With the included shoulder strap or backpack straps it’s a high quality, high style cargo carrier 

for any adventure, including bringing your laptop to an important meeting. 

A bit smaller than the 

Backpack Messenger 

Bag, the  Zip & Go 

Bag is a shares the 

same convenient 

zipper attachment to 

the seat back and 

provides convenient, 

out of the way storage. 

The Molle headrest cover is a stylish way to add storage to the back of the headrest.  With its easy 

velcro attachment it installs in a minute and standard Molle pouches and gear and easily be stored on it.

Our Grab & Go 

First Aid Bag and 

6" Gear Bag are 

the perfect 

complement to the 

Headrest Molle.  

backpack 

bags

Tool ROll

roll bar bag

headrest

MOLLE
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Overland Outfitters products are made from military grade cotton duck 

canvas fabric and real leather and are designed to give years of service 

on the road and trail. A soft and dry bristled brush can be used to remove 

any loose dust or dirt.

To keep your product looking new longer, we recommend treating the 

fabric with Scotchgard Auto Fabric & Carpet Protector. Scotchgard 

provides excellent resistance to water, oil and stains and it doesn't 

change the look and feel of the fabric, so the fabric stays soft and colors 

stay true. Scotchgard comes in an easy-to-use spray bottle.

If the canvas needs further cleaning, mix clean water and a small amount 

of mild detergent and use a damp towel or bristled brush dipped in the 

solution and scrub or rub the dirty areas gently. Lightly spray the canvas 

area with water to remove the soap residue and dry with a towel.

Note: Do not Dry-Clean, bleach or put in the dryer as these may 

potentially discolor the canvas.

if your product will be exposed to extreme sun, for 

example your vehicle spends a lot of time with the 

top down or you park where intense sun shines 

through the vehicle windows, we recommend 

Scotchgard Water and Sun Shield, Gold Eagle 303 

Aerospace Marine UV Protectant, Nikwax Tent & 

Gear SolarProof.  These products offer additional 

protection from harmful UV rays and will also repel 

dust and dirt.

Scan this QR code with 

your smartphone to 

browse our complete 

catalog online.

Caring for your 
Overland Outfitters 

products
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